Adding Cup-Chain to Rings on the Kleshna Ring Weaver Tool

1. After you complete the weft rounds on your ring, keep the ring on the Kleshna Ring Weaving Tool, and begin weaving your Warp Pin replacements using either the criss-cross or wrap around technique. Lay the Rhinestone Chain on your Ring so that it is centered opposite the beginning point of the ring. This way, you can see where you need to place it to tie it to the ring so it will be centered.

2. Continue weaving the Warp Pin replacements with the wire. When you get to the Chain, wrap the wire up, over, and around the cup chain connection so that it is tied to the ring. Go back through the woven ring to replace the Warp.

3. Repeat step 2 until the Chain is secured onto the Ring. Then, continue weaving the Warp Replacements until you reach the beginning of the Ring. Either finish here, or continue to rewarp the opposite way with the other wire.

4. Thread the Warp Wire through a Crimp Bead and Crimp to secure.

Pro Tip: Use a Beading Awl to help get the Beadalon Wires rewarped against the posts.